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Show & Tell – 1 February, 2011

David Dernie,  Longworth Chuck – 1 February, 2011

  David Browne - Carved edge  Bowl

Doug Cresswell - Boxes,
Swamp Kauri, Old Bucks

Vincent Lardeux - Scraps, Varnish Edwin Duxfield - Kauri Candlesticks

Lee Riding - Kaleidoscopes, Old Bucks

Dave Dernie arrived the first night of
the woodturning year announcing he
hadn’t done a lot of preparation for
the demo of the Longworth Chuck and
that he would just have to “wing it”.
No doubt he’s been so busy with the
term program and just didn’t have
time.

The Club president then piped up and
said that he’d complained to his wife
that their son often wings it so she then
said back to him – “and who does that
remind you of?” -  Maybe that
explains the questionable quality of
some of his jokes!

Anyway back to the Longworth
Chuck.

It was invented by an Aussie chap
by the name of Leslie Douglas
Longworth back in 1988. Basically
it is a pair of discs that rotate against
each other, drawing in or out, 6 or 8
or 10 rubber or nylon jaws through a
series of opposing arcs. It is kind of
an equivalent to the Teknatool
Colejaws and is an alternative to the
Vacuum Chuck of which I’m a fan.

 The Longworth Chuck has a faster

action than the Colejaws and also self
centres.

Jack Renwick - Platter, Fishy’s Oil

Lee Riding - Bowl,
Pohutukawa, Old Bucks

Andrew Corston - Pohutukawa Bowl
Fishy’s Lacquer & Wax

David Edwards -  Bowl,
Gleditsia (Honey Locust) Natural

Vincent Lardeux - Walnut Bowl,
 Old Bucks

Peter Daymond-King  -  Swamp Kauri
Bowl, Gum Bowl, Fishy’s Oil

Leslie Whitty - Egg Cup, Bowl, Honey
Dipper, Macrocarpa , Fishy’s Oil &

Old Bucks
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How to make it?

The discs are cut out. Maximise the
diameter to fit your lathe.

Secure the discs together so the arcs
can be routed.

Fit a permanent faceplate to one disc.

True the discs and mark exact centre
with tailstock.

Then using a compass establish and
mark your arc tangents. Refer D.
Dernie or internet for more info if
required.

Using a plunge router with a jig, rout
out the arcs.

Drill finger holes near the edge of the
discs for tightening the chuck.

Reverse the front disc on to the
faceplate disc and fit a centre bolt and
nut.

Fit your rubber or nylon jaws.

Now the chuck is ready to remove
those nasty looking spigots at the
bottom of your masterpieces.

I would suggest that if you are going
to make one of these that you use a
quality router such as the one Dave
was boasting about.

That is the Makita 3612C equipped
with smooth and grunty action along
with Soft start and Electric Brake.

Thanks Dave for your demo and not
bad for “winging it” 

   . . . Andrew Corston

Longworth Chuck continued . . .

P.O. Box 7, Stratford, Taranaki
Ph/Fax (06) 765 5219

email: h.rvivian@xtra.co.nz
Owners of one of the first areas of native bush registered

 with sustainable F orest Management Plan in NZ

Available as Milled T imber , Slabs or W ood Turning Blocks
Rimu, Black Maire, Miro, Rewarewa
Tawa, Kahikatea, Rata, Macrocarpa

Mike’s Sharpening

A superior sharpening edge on household, garden,
and workshop tools

Phone: 425 6782 or 021 31 3423
or see me at Matakana Markets on Saturdays

no saw blades

See Dave Newman
for all your wood turning
requirements -

bandsaw blades, power tools,
Teknatool agents, sharpening, new
and used machinery.
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Show & Tell – 8 February, 2011

Dick Veitch, Easter Show Categories  – 8 February, 2011

That Dick Veitch – if you gave him a
red suit, a herd of reindeer, a sleigh,
a bit of padding and a bunch of
presents then he could easily be
mistaken for a fine Father Christmas.
Not only that but you would know that
most of the toys were hand made by
Father Christmas, made of wood and

would probably last for years and
years.  All that to one side Dick
Veitch is one mighty fine wood
turner, a substantial contributor to the
craft and a font of knowledge as well.
When I read that he was coming to
the Guildhall to present to us then
you could be fairly certain that it
would be a good night.

It was.  He began by going over the
Easter Show criteria – entries close
18/03/11. Explored and explained
the new category of ‘NATURAL’
which requires that some of the
original surface (as it was when
found or after the bark has fallen off)
be retained in/on the finished
product.  Dick encouraged anyone
interested to download a list of all
the categories and specifications
from the Royal Easter Show web site.

He went on to emphasise that the
quintessence of winning an award
was a) the importance of finishing
and b) a good form.  This latter
component of form can be assisted
by good acknowledgement of the
RULE OF THIRDS or the
FIBONACCI RATIOS.

He then went on to present us with a
partially turned bowl and asked how
we thought it could be improved.
Dick acknowledged the numerous
suggestions and lead discussions
about the impact of the various
options.  Then went on to modify
the outside curvature so that the
bowl profile was such that the bowl
appeared lifted from the surface and
then outlined the work to be done to
the interior.

 . . . Kevin Hodder

  David Browne - Walnut Hollow
Form, Old Bucks

Peter Burnett - Pine Helicopters,
Natural

Dick Veitch - Kauri 3 Legged Stool

Ian Outshoorn - Red Beech Platter,
Tung Oil

Ian Outshoorn - Urchin & Padauk,
Christmas Ornament, Glowax

THE BIG NAME INTHE BIG NAME INTHE BIG NAME INTHE BIG NAME INTHE BIG NAME IN
ELECTRIC MOTORSELECTRIC MOTORSELECTRIC MOTORSELECTRIC MOTORSELECTRIC MOTORS

For full technical support
PHONE (09) 526 8480

FAX (09) 526 8484

TECO NZ LTD
 3/477 Gt South Road, Penrose

Auckland
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  David Browne - Kauri Bowl, Briwax

Cam Cosford, Segmented Turning – 15 February, 2011

Show & Tell – 15 February, 2011

Pepi Waite - Inlaid Bowls

Pepi Waite - Inlaid Bowls

Edwin Duxfield - Rimu bowl,Kurt Weber - Yew Pendant, Cedar Bowl

Leslie Whitty - Redwood Bowl
Fishy’s, Old Bucks

Kurt Weber - Pen Sets, Oak PenKurt Weber - Lidded Box

Pepi Waite - Inlaid Bowls

Cam Cosford, from South Auckland
Woodturners, came along to the Guild
to give us a demonstration on
segmented turning. Cam, who has only
been turning a little over a year, told
us that he was a retired builder who
became interested in wood-turning. He
was accompanied by his wife.

Cam showed us one of the pieces that
he had been working on made from 8
pieces of light coloured wood with 8
segments of dark wood in between.
The bottom and top sections were
made separately and glued on at a
later stage.

He went on to explain that he used
his dropsaw for cutting the segments,
but that he had to set up jigs so that
he could cut the segments very
accurately.

These segments were then glued
together two at a time and then these
sections were glued together to make
a large hollow form.
Not one to waste any bits of wood,
Cam said that he thought he could
make another smaller hollow form
with all the offcuts from the first one.

As he said, the setting up of the jigs
and the cutting and gluing took
longer than the actual turning of the
piece. He passed the different

sections around for us to look at.

To finish off, Cam then showed us
how he turned a 3-winged small
bowl, which could have been another
demonstration all on its own. Maybe
another night.
Thank you Cam for a most interesting
and informative demonstration.

. . . David Browne
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Show & Tell - 22 February, 2011

Rene Baxelle, Sugar Bowl -  22 February, 2011

Use a piece of end grain wood and
round off, then part off so that you
have matching grain, leaving the lid
in the chuck. It is much safer to use
end grain for lidded boxes.

Completely finish off the lid as it is
difficult to get things to run true if you
have to rechuck a piece. One of Rene’s
favourite tools is a ring tool, and he used
this to take out the inside of the lid .

Hold the ring tool level on the tool
rest and rub the bevel. Run the lathe
slowly, 500-600rpm. Rene likes to
leave a pimple of wood in the centre
of the lid as a design feature.

He then worked on the rim of the lid
and reduced the remainder of the
block to the outside diameter of the
lid. Rene then took the lid out of the

chuck and put the body of the box in
the chuck.

After taking some wood out of the
centre of the body, Rene worked on
fitting the lid, making it a fairly tight
fit at this stage.

The tailstock was brought up to hold
the lid in place while working on the
outside shape of the sugar bowl, with
the speed now increased to 1000rpm.

Rene then worked on the shape of the
lid and the overall shape of the bowl.
He likes the shape of the lid to follow
the curve of the bowl so that it all looks
like one flowing piece.

Plastic tape was then put on to hold
the lid in place so he could work on
the knob on the top of the lid without
the tailstock holding it in place.

After removing the lid Rene drilled
a hole in the centre of the box ready
to use the ring tool to take out the
centre of the bowl.
One of the final steps before sanding
and sealing was to take a very small
shaving off the rim so that the lid
could fit a bit more loosely as it
should not fit too tightly on a sugar
bowl.
Rene suggested that if you filled the
bowl with sugar after sealing and left
if for a couple of weeks, the sugar

would absorb any nasties from the
sealer and make it safe for use on
the table. Throw this bowl full of
sugar away, of course.
Thanks Rene for a very good
demonstration and some helpful
hints on the use of a ring tool.

. . . David Browne

David Browne - Small Bowl, Briwax,
 Puriri Bowl, Furniture Polish

David Browne - Macrocarpa
Inlaid Bowl, Old Bucks

Doug Cresswell - Walnut Square
Lidded Box, Old Bucks

Pierre Bonny - 3 footed Bowl,
Pohutukawa, Fishy’s & wax

Leslie Whitty - Elder Bowl, Old Bucks

Rene Baxelle

Rene Baxelle

½
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Show and Tell –  1 March, 2011

Graham introduced himself and gave
us a brief but detailed history of how
he got into miniature turning.

He then showed us his lathe and the
tools he uses for his work He makes
all his own tools and the range and
the versatility of these tools and many
jigs was quite incredible.

Graham works on a scale 1inch
equals one foot, 1–12 which is the
international rate of scale for
miniature work.

Most of the tools and the lathe
Graham uses are the same scale as
the models he produces.

Graham uses most common woods
for his miniatures but he does look
for Rimu, Matai, Pittosporum, Fruit
woods, Privet???  - very white wood
– Cherry and Lemon. He finds that
a reasonably hard wood with straight
grain is best for the job.

He then turned a leg for a table with
decoration of beads and coves. The
piece was about 3 inches long but
down to 1mm-1½mm even with the

Edwin Duxfield - Kauri Bowl, Briwax  Graham Bourquin -
Miniature  Linen Press, Mahogany

decoration. Most of his work is
polished by using his thumb and
forefinger with a littlegrain filler to give
a light sheen to the wood.

The demonstration finished with a
model of a 6 inch goblet with a free
turning ring made from Norfolk
Island pine resin.

The miniature was ½ inch high and
was a perfect copy of the bigger

goblet including the ring. The whole
thing being turned in 2-3 minutes, and
to a great finish.

A great evening of watching and
listening to an expert who showed us
“ how and why” he enjoys his passion
for miniature woodturning.

Thank you Graham.
 . . . Ron Thomas

Peter Burnett -  Kauri Bowl, Shellac

Miniatures turned by Graham
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Show & Tell - 8 March, 2011

Kevin Hodder - Morter & Pestle,
Lignum Vitae & Saligna, oiled

Mark Purdy - Redwood Bowl,
Sanding Sealer, Ubute Wax

David Browne - Banksia Bowl,
Fishy’s Sealer

Edwin Duxfield -
Oak Top, Kauri Whistle,

Leslie Whitty - Car, Matai Top,
Macrocarpa Whistle, oiled & Rattle,

Old Bucks

Pepi Waite - Camphor Bowl,  Fishy’s
& EEE

Dave and Pierre work on putting new metal legs
on the Teknatool 2024

The club rooms are looking good now with back
boards and a set of tools for each lathe, with a
slightly different layout and the Tru-Grind
sharpening system now set up.
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Show and Tell –  15 March, 2011

Edwin Duxfield - Kauri Bowl,
Briwax

Edwin Duxfield -
Swamp Kauri Bowl, briwax

Brett Duxfield - Pohutukawa  Bowl,
Fishy’s Lacquer

Ian Outshoorn - Casaurina Platter
 Fishy’s Lacquer

Ian Outshoorn - Rimu  & Padauk Box,
EEE & Glowax

Andrew Corston - Kauri Bowl,
 Fishy’s Lacquer, Wax

Peter Williams, Competition Turning  -15 March, 2011

Peter explained that he had, throughout
his life, always been competitive in
whatever challenge he has undertaken
and endeavouring to win top prize at
woodturning competitions is no
exception. In order to achieve this
objective he highlighted the 4 basics
which are:
1. Form – getting proportions correct.
2. Finish – very important to catch

 Judges eye.
3. Originality – Something different

– maybe a 3 or even 2 legged bowl!
4. Follow rules of the competition –

If max dimensions are given then
comply.

Peter explained he was going to show
us how he made his 2 legged bowl
covering the various steps with an
assortment of basic and special tools
he has accumulated.

Grain direction was particularly
important where the feet were
concerned as cross grained would
leave the feet weak and vulnerable to
breaking off.

The outside was given its final shaping
(supported by the tailstock) using a 35
degree gouge and then it was turned
around where he used a 55 degree
gouge to hollow the inside and then

finished by sanding and application of
finish. The importance of rubbing the
bevel at all times was emphasised by
Peter.

Peter then showed how he formed the
feet using various Dremel, grinders,
and other home- made devices to
remove surplus material. Polishing
around the feet was accomplished
utilising a 3 inch nail split by a
hacksaw cut and then inserting a small
piece of sandpaper. This ‘special tool’
was driven by a 240 volt drill and
proved to be very effective!

Texturing the outside of the bowl was
the final operation and was achieved
using a deburring  tool obtained from
REGAL CASTINGS, 7 Akiraho St, Mt
Eden 1024. This tool was mounted in
the chuck of the Dremel and whilst it

did not produce dust it certainly caught
everyone’s attention due to the large
amount of smoke produced!
Peter pointed out that when entering
competitions he would make several
items the same to perfect his design
and technique and thus would end up
with an outcome he was happy with
entering.

. . . Barry Miller

The finished bowl
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Show and Tell –  22 March, 2011

Pierre Bonny - Olive & Apricot
Boxes, Beeswax

Karl Webber - Chesnut Goblet,
Briwax

Kurt Weber - Chesnut Bowl,
Briwax

Kurt Weber - Redwood Bowl,
Briwax

Pepi Waite -  Rimu Bowl,
Macrocarpa Bowl, Briwax

Pepi Waite -  Kauri Letter Opener

Pepi Waite - Silky Oak & Camphor
Bowls, Fishy’s & Old Bucks

David Browne - Pittosporum Vase, Oil Mike Forth - Foot Roller

The AGM was held at the Guildhall on Tuesday, March
22, chaired by Guild President Trefor Roberts.

The minutes of the last meeting had been distributed and
matters arising were discussed and then passed.

The election of officers then took place. As Trefor Roberts
was resigning as President after several years in office,
Leslie Whitty was elected as the new President.

Other officers are:
Secretary Michael Forth;
Treasurer Ron Thomas;
Committee Julie Gannaway, Pepi Waite,

David Browne, Colin Crann,
Dave Dernie, Ian Outshoorn.

Other Responsibilities
Programme David Dernie
Refreshments Lee Riding
Raffle Barrie Millar, Brett Duxfield
Training Classes Ron Thomas, Kevin Hodder
Machinery Maintenance Pierre Bonny, Bruce Withers
Library Colin Crann, Vincent Lardeux
Newsletter Dorothy & David Browne
Webmaster Ian Outshoorn
Correspondence c/o  Michael Forth

83b Meadowbank Road,
Meadowbank, Auckland.
or:  mikeforth@hotmail.com

Newsletter Contributions   newsletter@wood.org.nz
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Show and Tell –  29  March, 2011

 Jack Renwick, Cabriole Legs, –29 March, 2011

Edwin Duxfield - Paper knife & guard,
Kauri

Pepi Waite - Whistle, Old Bucks,
Wobbly Toy, Rimu, no finish

Vincent Lardeux - Pohutukawa Bowl

Vincent Lardeux - Japanese Cedar BoxVincent Lardeux - Kauri Platter

Lee Riding - Wig Stand, Alder, Pururi
Fishy’s & Shane Hewitt’s Polish

Pierre Bonny - Totara Platter,
Fishy’s Sealer and Wax

Terry Denvers - Swamp Kauri Bowl,
Phillips Nelson Finish

Leslie Whitty - Baby Rattles,
Oak & Firewood, Olive Oil Finish

Terry Denvers - Bowl

Jack demonstrated turning a cabriole
leg suitable for a small table. He
explained that it needed to be turned
offset to achieve the shape of the foot.

He had prepared a couple of pieces
for the demo and worked only on the
foot area.

Jack was assisted by Dave Dernie
who told us how the support pieces
were glued on to strengthen the legs.

When Jack had finished turning the
foot, Dave then showed us how to use
a spokeshave to finish off the shape
before sanding.

While Dave was doing this, Jack told
us some of his early war years tales
and then Dave talked about some of
the processes in a cabinetmakers
workshop for making cabriole legs.
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Show and Tell –  5 April, 2011

David Dernie, Wood Properties –  5 April, 2011

Kurt Webber - Chesnut Vase,
Paua Inlay, Briwax

Ian Outshoorn - Oak Plate,
 EEE & Ubeaut

Doug Cresswell - Love Heart,
Pussy Willow

Pepi Waite -  Bowl & Rattle,
Ian’s Lacquer, Canola

Ian Outshoorn - Puriri
Padauk, Glow

Kurt Webber - Three Wing Bowl,
& Square Leg Bowl, Rimu, Briwax

Leslie Whitty - Small bowls
Treewood & Puriri,

Fishy’s, EEE, Old Bucks
Trefor Roberts - Macrocarpa Bowl,

Briwax

Dave told the members that he was
going to dry some small pieces of
wood in a microwave and we could
weigh them first and check the results.
He was ably assisted by Ian
Outshoorn.

The 3 woods used were pine, oak and
jarrah.

     Pine        Oak       Jarrah

96 128 116
20 sec 94 127 116

92 131 116
88 124 114
86 121
86 122 112
11.6% 4.9% 3.57
      DRY

While this was happening, Dave also
told us about the different types of
wood and some of their properties and
how they grow.

Dick Veitch - Macrocarpa Lidded Boxes

WET  Pine    Oak   Jarrah
START   96 128 116
15min 106 128

102 129 3 min [

Last   [

Did you know that oak is impervious
to water and used to make wine
barrels?

Diagrams of the best way to cut  a
log  and other interesting facts were
shown in  a visual presentation.

In another of the experiments, the
small pieces of the same wood were
soaked in water and then put through
the microwave.

Thanks Dave for explaining some
things about wood that we didn’t
know before, and as Woodturners,
we should know.



Tuesday 3rd May Richard Raffan Video Demo Narrated by Michael Forth
Tuesday 10th May Lidded Box Ian Outshoorn
Tuesday 17th May Practical Night Toy Making
Tuesday 24th May Selleys Products Glue Phil Crabbe
Tuesday 31st May Tool Cutting Edge David Dernie
Tuesday  7th June Stacked Box Terry Scott
Tuesday 14th June Butterfly Box Dick Veitch
Tuesday 21st June Knife Sharpening Michael Bernard
Tuesday 28th June Practical Night Lidded Box

Tuesday   5th July End of Term Social Night

All the above events are at the Guild Hall, Agincourt Reserve,
Agincourt Road, Glenfield. Tuesday meetings start at 7.00pm

Programme  Programme  Programme  Programme  Programme  2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 —  Term 2—  Term 2—  Term 2—  Term 2—  Term 2
This Term’s Project —  Lidded Box with Contrasting Woods

DAY DATE ACTIVITY

18c Roseberry Avenue
Birkenhead
Auckland, N.Z
Ph.  (09) 418 1312
Email: ipfish@xtra.co.nz

Teknatool Lathes & Accessories

Woodcut Tools

Turning Tools LtdTurning Tools LtdTurning Tools LtdTurning Tools LtdTurning Tools Ltd

Full listing on  what ’s happening
around the country.

Check out

 www.naw.org.nz/whatson.htm

Committee
President Leslie Whitty 414 6269
Secretary Michael Forth 578 1362
Treasurer Ron Thomas 09 426 7782
Members Julie Gannaway,  Colin Crann,

Pepi Waite
Programme David Dernie
Refreshments Lee Riding
Raffle Barrie Millar, Brett Duxfield
Training Classes Ron Thomas, Kevin Hodder
Machinery Maintenance Pierre Bonny, Bruce Withers
Library Colin Crann, Vincent Lardeux
Newsletter Dorothy & David Browne
Webmaster Ian Outshoorn
Correspondence c/o  Michael Forth

83b Meadowbank Road,
Meadowbank, Auckland.
or:  mikeforth@hotmail.com

Newsletter Contributions   newsletter@wood.org.nz

   Contacts & Responsibilities   Contacts & Responsibilities   Contacts & Responsibilities   Contacts & Responsibilities   Contacts & Responsibilities
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Working Bees:  To be determined during the term.

Out-of-Term Tuesday Evenings – come and turn
            For details check with Leslie Whitty.

2nd Term starts: Tuesday 3rd May 2011



NOVA DVR XP WOODLATHE

Combines the proven technology of previous DVR Models with some great new features.
 s New bed design - more solid profile
 s New headstock profile - more solid appearance
 s New high performance stator/rotor **
 s New XC control board ##
 s New easy grip rubber toolslide and tailstock handles
 s Rear panel provision for fine index facility (accessory)
 s Ability to take remote control device (accessory)
 s Same great speed range, 100 - 3500rpm
 s Same great swivel head and other features you know and respect from the old DVR Model

##   New generation micro computer chip and enhanced HMI (Human machine interface)
The next generation micro chip has been incorporated which enables faster processing and the ability to upgrade firm ware.
 The interface has many exciting new f eatures which also have the potential f or software upgrades. The introduction of favourite
speeds in one of the most important and user f riendly features. 5 favourite speeds can be pre-programmed to any desired
speed and are selectable at the touch of a but ton. These speeds can further be adjusted as normal using the up down k eys.
**   New Higher Torque Motor
Higher torque motor, double the tor que of the earl ier model in the up to 1000 rpm. The DVR is r enowned for is high
performance and torque, the unique direct magnetic attraction principle means that torque is not dependant on speed.
The DVR produces very high tor que right down to low rpm. The XP br ought a 100% incr ease in torque (above 1000 rpm it is
dependant on the overall power available from the wall socket) Electro magnetic Boost technology.
Ask Ian Fish, or see http://www .teknatool.com for more details.

If undelivered please return to:
D & D Browne
52 Lyttelton Avenue
North Shore 0630

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


